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Full Commission Meeting 
Friday 10th June 2022 - 11:00 AM 

University of Huddersfield & MS Teams 
 

Minutes  
 
 

1. Welcome and introductions  
 
A full list of attendees is appended (see Appendix 1 – Attendees).  
 
Apologies were received from: Karen Hill (KH), Kathy Scott (KS), Cllr Will Simpson (WS). 
 
Welcome and thanks to Emi Chiu (EC) and her colleagues at the University of Huddersfield for 
hosting the meeting. 
  
The KCC would like to thank Daniel Bedford for his contributions to the commission thus far 
and bid him farewell. 
 

2. Minutes from previous meeting 
 
Professor Peter Roberts (PR) asked attendees to consider the minutes of the previous KCC 
meeting (08/04/22). 
 
Professor John Allport (JA) raised correction for p.6 – The University is in the process of 
making an application for this year’s Earth Shot prize. 
 
Members agreed no further corrections were required and that the minutes were an accurate 
account of events.  
 
Updates from previous minutes – 
Update on MPs responses page 9: 

• PR provided an update on the letters received from MPs in response to request for 
parliamentary questions requesting an exemption scheme for community-based hydro -
electric projects.  

• PR has received positive responses so far from Kim Leadbeater MP (Batley & Spen), 
whose Senior Assistant has contacted the Environment Agency directly about this. 
Jason McCartney MP (Colne Valley) was keen for any constituents to contact him 
directly about this. PR asked if Commissioners in this constituency could reach out to 
him about this. 
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Katherine Armitage (KA) provided an update on the Fairtrade status of Kirklees Council. On the 
Fairtrade and organisation’s website, Kirklees Council have had Fairtrade status since 2011. 
However, on further investigation some links on the website are no longer active. KA has 
requested further information about this and will provide update when this has been received.  
 
ACTION: Secretariat to make correction and upload with correction agreed final version of 
minutes to website.  
 
ACTION: Commissioners who live in the Colne Valley constituency to contact Jason McCartney 
MP regarding the issue of the license fee for the hydro-power schemes.  
 
ACTION: KA to provide further update on Kirklees Council’s Fairtrade status. 
 
Minutes from previous meetings are available on the KCC website: 
https://www.kirkleesclimate.org.uk/meeting-agendas-notes 
 

3. Sub-group updates 
 
PR invited each of the sub-groups to provide an update to the wider Commission on recent 
activities. 

a. Movement & Transport 

Professor John Allport (JA) led the update. 
 
Key points: 
 

• Dr Alexandros Nikitas is the new chair of the group. He is the Founding Director of the 
Future Mobility Lab, a new sustainable transport and smart mobility research initiative. 

• Currently working on a project with the University for a prototype on lightweight 
individual transport, also currently in talks with West Yorkshire Combined Authority 
(WYCA) regarding this.  

• The revised carbon impact assessment for the A629 has now been completed and the 
group will look at this and provide further feedback.  

• PR noted that it is important for the Council to be engaged in any feedback to the 
consultants.   

 
ACTION: Movement and Transport to provide feedback on the revised carbon impact 
assessment for the A629 Halifax Road scheme for the next KCC meeting. 

b. Buildings & Homes  

Chris Herring (CH) led the update. 
 
Key points: 
 

• The group currently has had 2 meetings since the last KCC meeting. At the last meeting 
there were 3 new members: Richard Stirling (Head of Land and Development at Wilmott 

https://www.kirkleesclimate.org.uk/meeting-agendas-notes
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Dixon), Thomas Fish (Strategic Partnership Lead for Housing Growth, Kirklees Council) 
and Mathias Franklin (Head of Planning & Development, Kirklees Council). There are 
now 11 members in total.  
 

• The group have worked on four key areas of focus: 
 

1) Development of a best practice template – a draft has been completed and this 
will be discussed further at the next sub-group meeting. 

2) Hold an event(s) for building developers to raise awareness and share 
information on energy efficiency and eco-builds – Drafts have now been written 
for the residential new build and retrofit programmes. 

3) Skills development – the group are collaborating with Commissioner Daniel 
Bedford (Kirklees College) and Professor Adrian Pitts (University of 
Huddersfield).   

4) Development of a readiness report – the preparation for this will take some time 
and will need stakeholder involvement.  
 

• At the last meeting we decided that we need to review an effective way going forward of 
collaborating with Council officers and looking at what might be a suitable programme. 

• The group has been slow in many ways, and this is due to lack of time and resources, as 
the majority are full time professionals.  

• A relationship has been built with the Energy and Waste sub-group and also discussions 
with Karen Hill (KH) from the Nature and Countryside sub-group. 

• CH thanked DB for his work on the KCC and wished him well in his new role.  

• PR noted that he is looking forward to seeing these initiatives come to fruition and this 
could lead to generic guidance for public, private and voluntary organisations. 

 
ACTION: CH to circulate the brief for prospective members to the wider Commission.  

c. Business & Economic Activity 

Bill Macbeth (BM) provided an update. 
 
Key points: 
 

• Sustainability Strategy Programme 
 

o The 8-month programme to help companies develop their own sustainability 
strategies started last month and will provide a series of monthly sessions. The 
programme will provide a series of monthly sessions facilitated by Mark Wade 
alongside learning content from the IMD in Lusanne, Switzerland. There are ten 
textile and fashion companies taking part and this finishes in December. 
Delegates are currently going through six weeks of input from the IMD in 
Lusanne Switzerland. BM raised £95,000 to fund this programme. 
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• Apprenticeship 
 

o University of Coventry are offering a new apprenticeship (Level 7) - Sustainable 
Business Specialist Integrated Apprenticeship (MSc).  

o This is for people already employed at a senior level as sustainability 
specialists.  

o Coventry University have stated that if BM can get a cohort of 30 people 
together this can then be delivered locally and held at the Textile Centre of 
Excellence.  

o BM had a meeting with a representative from the Council to discuss the 
opportunity. This covered where to source the cohort members from. Hoping to 
get a Q and A session with Coventry faculty at the start of next term.  

 
• Proposal from Towns Fund 

 
o Industry 4.0 Hub is now in the process of being developed.  
o The University of Huddersfield and the Textile Centre of Excellence are also in 

partnership with this.  
o This will be signed off hopefully at the end of next month and then work will 

start.  
 

• Made Smarter Yorkshire and Humber – Stage 2  
 

o The tender opportunity has still not been published for this as the government 
has not informed the Combined Authority of how much money is available for 
this. These funds are to assist companies in mastering digital technology to 
help with sustainability issues. An update has been requested from Andrew 
Wright the Chair of the West Yorkshire Combined Authority.  

 
• Shared Prosperity Fund  

 
o UK Shared Prosperity Fund slides are appended (see Appendix 2 – UK Shared 

Prosperity Fund Slides). 
o BM attended a meeting on Tuesday led by the Combined Authority and has 

highlighted the following points: 
o £2.6 bn of new funding for local investment by March 2025, as part of a suite of 

complementary Levelling Up funding. 
o Three Investment Priorities/Pillars: Communities and Place, Local Business; and 

People and Skills 
o ‘UKSPF investments will need to demonstrate their contribution to net zero and 

nature recovery objectives’. 
o Local partners will be expected to support the Lead Authority to develop the 

Local Investment Plan working with Local Authorities. These plans are expected 
to be submitted by the end of July 2022. 

o MPs will be closely engaged in the design and delivery of the fund and expected 
to join a local partnership group. 
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Discussion points: 
 

o The idea of low carbon development could fit under the pillar of supporting local 
businesses. 

o BM queried: Is the KCC going to have an opportunity to work with Kirklees Council, to 
have a meaningful contribution and influence the investment plan. Is anything planned 
for a consultation? 

o BM suggested that we need a common agenda with some relevant deliverable 
initiatives so that KCC could meet with PR, Jacqui Gedman (Chief Executive, Kirklees 
Council) and Barry Sheerman MP (Huddersfield). This would need to happen very 
quickly due to the timescales. 

o Gideon Richards (GR) has spoken with Kim Leadbeater MP (Batley & Spen), and she was 
fully supportive of the work of the KCC and advised anything that she can do to help to 
get in touch.  

o Abdul Ravat (AR) has been looking at the devolved programme funding via the West 
Yorkshire Housing Partnership received funding as part of the decarbonisation 
programme. More of this funding needs to be used on existing stock as well as new 
demands. Housing Associations need to meet the needs of their customers first by 
being a good landlord. 

 
ACTION: KA to request Council colleagues to follow up with BM directly regarding Shared 
Prosperity Fund. 
 

d. Nature & the Countryside 

Tony Newham (TN) led the update. 
 
Key points: 
 

• The group is going to try and focus on one initiative that is going to make a significant 
difference rather than focusing on lots of small projects.  

• This project will be working with WYCA and the Council to promote carbon offsetting 
through upland peat bog restoration. 

• The impact of restoring upland peat bogs is twenty times more effective than planting 
trees. 

• The group have had a meeting with Joe Robertson (Woodland Development Manager) 
and Emma Mills (Principal Landscape Architect) from Kirklees Council.  

• From these meetings a great deal was learned about what Kirklees Council and WYCA 
are responsible for and are working on.  

• WYCA have had some advanced discussions on carbon offsetting. One thing that came 
out of these discussions was a lack of knowledge of the impact that their policies and 
actions are having at present on carbon emissions. 

• Kirklees Council did not have information about what carbon has been sequestered up 
to date and what would be sequestered going forward. There are no baselines or 
method of monitoring this.  
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• The group recommends that Kirklees Council need to put something in place to get 
some baseline assessments.  

• The group raised concern about the speed of decision making within Kirklees Council. 
• The upland peat bogs restoration looks to be really effective. 

 
• About Biodiversity Net Gain Credits Proposal: 

o Payments that are made to Kirklees Council from developers could go into a local 
nature project which partly aims to sequester carbon. This could be an upland peak 
bog. WYCA are looking at this too.  

o As of yet, Kirklees Council have not had any money from this source and the 
payments only fall due from developers once they have built the very last house on 
a development scheme. 

 
Further discussion points: 

• TN requested that Adrian Barraclough (AB) is invited to the Kirklees Council CCAP 
Workshop. 

• GR stated that there are new standards out regarding biodiversity net gain credits.  
• The carbon credits value could be as much as £10,000 per biodiversity unit, but this is 

yet to be confirmed. 
• AB has put in funding with GR and the University of Huddersfield for nature recovery 

using UKRI funding. 
• Kath Shackleton (KS) highlighted information about a group that she was made aware 

of called ‘Angry Teenagers’. This group focus on campaigns to reforest parts of the 
world where nature has been destroyed. 

  
ACTION: Secretariat to arrange an invite for Adrian Barraclough to the CCAP Workshop on 20th 
June 2022.  

e. Young People 

Daniel Bedford (DB) provided an update: 
 

• The green agenda and technologies that we are moving forward will be ready for 
September, regarding electric vehicle charging installations, air source heat pump 
facilities. Work on the external wall rendering training facilities has been completed. 

• Kirklees college have put in a bid for an electric vehicle endpoint assessment training at 
the engineering centre.    

• We will be organising another meeting with schools. 
 

Lisa Woods (LW) provided an update: 
 
• LW and a group of learners will be attending the Youth Climate Festival on 13th October 

2022. The Upper Batley High School will be putting together a presentation with a 
promotional video with pictures of what local schools have done.  

• LW and a group of learners will be attending Denby Dale’s Eco-Schools conference on 
the 24th of June 2022 and will be trying to recruit more learners for the Youth Panel.  
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• LW has been investigating different funding options. There are issues regarding the 
legal status of the Youth Panel. If they are a charity, they can access funding for 
schools relating to climate change. However, if they are not regarded as a charity and 
classed as a school, they cannot access funding.  

• Schools are trying to access funds directly with local businesses.  
• Batley Trust were accepted for the Jubilee Trees which have now been planted. 

• LW is going to be the Environmental Officer for Batley Trust and will develop the 
Environmental Policies, and these can be relayed out via the Youth Panel.  

• Next Youth Panel meeting will be arranged after GCSE exams.  
 
Further discussion: 
 

• Tom Taylor (TT) requested more information on the Youth Climate Festival. 
• PR requested that the dates for the festival are circulated via the secretariat. 

• JA confirmed the dates of the Youth Festival for the 11th of October 2022 at Kirklees 
College (Huddersfield) and 13th October 2022 at the Al-Hikmah Centre (Batley).  

• KS highlighted that grant of £800 for any art, drama or community related project are 
available from the organisation ‘We are Eyes’. The deadline for this application is 24th 
June 2022. KS will send this information to LW.  
 

ACTION: Secretariat to circulate information about the Youth Climate Festival to 
Commissioners. 
 
ACTION: KS to send information about ‘We are Eyes’ to LW. 

f. Energy & Waste 

Gideon Richards (GR) provided an update. 
 
Key points:  
 

• First meeting will take place on 17th June 2022. There are now 12-15 people who have 
expressed an interest across a range of areas for both energy and waste.  

• The group has also had a couple of meetings with Dark Woods Coffee and Huddersfield 
BID about the possibility of a number of projects with Dr John Lever from the University 
of Huddersfield.  

g. Community Engagement & Involvement 

Tom Taylor (TT) led the update, with input from Kath Shackleton (KS) and Kiran Bali (KB). 
 
Key points: 
 

• KB gave an update on a meeting between herself and KS. A draft plan has been 
submitted to hold an event that was initially going to be in line with World Environment 
Day, as an awareness event at a local venue. A couple of themes will be chosen for this 
event and a date will be set in the next couple of months. 
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• TT noted that there are now five people in the group including Richard Byrne and a 
Council co-optee. Locala have also expressed an interest in being involved with the 
group. 

• TT spoke about Kirklees Third Sector Leaders (TSL): 
o TSL is the umbrella body for the sector, and they have been doing some work on 

climate change. 
o There has been a community buildings meeting, where they heard from a ‘green 

doctor’ programme, who provide advice for households on saving energy and 
reducing waste. They also provide advice for organisations as well, but this is 
limited. 

o There are lots of food, clothing, and waste reduction programmes around the 
sector. There is also an overlap here in social needs, and addressing inequalities 
and are also contributing to climate  

o One Community Foundation www.one-community.org.uk has grants for voluntary 
organisations for energy efficiency and nature projects. They have a funding pot 
that is specifically aimed at helping organisations with green project. They are also 
looking for trustees at present if anyone is interested in this.  

o A TSL event will be held in October, so it will be good to hear about some of the 
skills for Young People connections.  

o This event will also be looking at buildings, as there will be around 150 buildings 
that will struggle in winter due to the increased energy costs.  

o The event will also look at developing better systems around social value. 
o Picture of Kirklees event on 6th July 2022 – theme is trades by people, so 

community involvement will be a key part of this.  
o The art organisation Culture Declares have refreshed their website; this is an 

organisation who use their contacts in art to embrace awareness of climate change 
issues. 

o KS gave a presentation to the cultural leaders group. 
 

4. University of Huddersfield Proposal  
 

• PR introduced Emi Chui (EC) from the University of Huddersfield and thanked her for all 
of her work in assisting the KCC. 

• EC highlighted that one of the key aspirations is to find other ways of working together 
that ensures the KCC maintains independent status. 

• The University can assist in working on bids and taking projects to the next level. 

• The University will provide access to facilities and resources on campus to host 
workshops. 

• Access will be provided to all research facilities as well such as the library and online 
resources.  

• A conversation has been started with the Council with a shift in the secretariat support, 
where the University may take some of this on.  

• There is also the possibility of funding for a project officer to assist in bringing 
different bids together for the University and KCC.  

• PR mentioned that himself and GR are currently looking at the legal status of the KCC 
and more will follow on this.  
 

http://www.one-community.org.uk/
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• Note on KCC Management Group: 

• This has now been established, co-chaired by CH and EC.  
• PR will send a letter to the Chancellor and Vice Chancellor of the University, thanking 

them for assisting the KCC. 
 

ACTION: PR to send a letter of thanks to the Chancellor and Vice Chancellor of the University of 
Huddersfield. 

5. Met Office – Kirklees Climate Change (Elizabeth Fuller)  
 

Elizabeth Fuller (EF) talked through the slides.  
 
Presentation slides for this item are appended (see Appendix 3 – Presentation Slides from Item 
5. 
 
EF works in the Urban Climate team at the Met Office. Presentation acts as an introduction to 
the city pack developed for Kirklees.  
   
Discussion points: 
 

• PR noted that the Met Office is a trusted organisation, and the report is a great way of 
comparing where Kirklees is in comparison to other places.  

• BM asked how KCC could access the report. EF highlighted that this is available for 
internal use only and asked PR to share this amongst Commissioners. 
GR would like to be able to see the information at local level within graphical form. EF 
answered that the city packs just get the value output but that she can provide the pdf 
plume plot and will send this over. 

• TN highlighted that it will be good to have a simplified version of this report so that it is 
easy to understand for members of the public. EF stated that she would also be 
interested to see a publicly accessible version of this and is something that the Met 
Office have considered.  

• KB stated that this is a great example of co-production, very visually appealing. Would 
like KCC to consider how it uses this report as a tool for our communities.  

• PR will circulate the report to colleagues and any feedback will be provided for EF.  
• KA stated this information from the Met Office links with the work being done as part of 

the Kirklees Climate Change Action Plan. 
 

6. Update on district-wide Climate Change Action Plan engagement process (Kirklees 
Council) –  

 

Rob Green (RG) from Kirklees Council talked through slides.  
 
Presentation slides from this item are appended (see Appendix 4 – Slides from Item 6). 
 
Key points:  

• Re-confirming the Scope of the Action Plan (AP) 

• On-going and planned engagement activities. 

• Progress of the Risk and Vulnerability Assessment. 
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• Next Steps in the process. 
 
Discussion points: 
 

• PR asked how the Resident Survey was sent out. 
• TT highlighted that doing engagement work in August is not really a good time to do 

this as October is better to give everyone plenty of time to get involved. 
• GR raised the issues of contacting Councillors as quickly as possible. RG confirmed 

that this has already been done.  
• KA mentioned that she has pushed for the short time frames to get the engagement 

completed quickly as possible. The team are doing the best they can within a relatively 
short time frame and with the recognition that we can continue to update it, and this will 
be an ongoing process with residents.  

• BM highlighted that we have to ensure that if we want people to take action, it is vital 
that we let people know what they can also do in the meantime.  

• TT highlighted that the plan should also state this is how we will work in partnership.  

• GR highlighted the importance of ensuring that people are aware that this plan is theirs 
as well as the Council’s.  

• RG mentioned that this is where the engagement comes in so that people can develop 
the actions that they are responsible for.  

• RG mentioned that there will be an externally available concise, informative, and 
accessible report.  

• BM mentioned about when will we know about priority actions and what will be done. 
RG stated that this will be next year.  

• KA highlighted that we are already carrying out actions but there are others that will 
require a lot of technical information as to what we need to carry out first.  

• RG mentioned that there will be a comprehensive benefits assessment to outline social, 
environmental and economic benefits. 

• TT mentioned that it would be good to be really clear in stating what the Council is 
doing. It would be good to have different processes for involving other partners in this 
plan.  Consideration to be given to how is it possible to monitor what other 
organisations are doing.  

• RG stated that this is the intention with the allocations of action owners to give 
responsibility.  The monitoring and evaluation strategy has to be clear in what people 
are doing in terms of implementation. 

• GR stated that we need to have some formal mechanism for monitoring and felt that the 
Commission is the place to put this, working with the University to monitor and manage 
all of this data and look at effective actions are. This could be a golden opportunity for 
KCC to lead on this and produce annual reports. 
 

7. Any Other Business 
 
GR thanked DB for the work that he has been doing and wished him good luck in his new role.  
 
Meeting date forward plan:  
 

• Friday 2nd September 2022, 10:00 – 12:30 - University of Huddersfield  
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• Friday 4th November 2022, 10:00 – 12:30 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 1 – Attendees  
 

Name Initials Role 

Professor Peter Roberts PR Chair of the Commission 

Abdul Ravat AR Commissioner 

Alistair Branch AB Commissioner 

Bill Macbeth BM Commissioner 

Chris Herring CH Commissioner 

Daniel Bedford DB Commissioner 

Gideon Richards GR Commissioner 

Kath Shackleton KS Commissioner 

Kiran Bali KB Commissioner 

Lisa Woods LW Commissioner 

Professor John Allport JA Commissioner 

Stephen Moore SM Commissioner 

Stuart Sugarman SS Commissioner 

Tom Taylor TT Commissioner 

Tony Newham TN Commissioner 

Katherine Armitage KA Kirklees Council – Senior Officer Representative 

Robert Green RG Kirklees Council – Guest Speaker 

Elizabeth Fuller EF Met Office – Guest Speaker 

Bonni Jee BJ Secretariat 

Karen Rispin KR Secretariat 

John Atkinson JAt Secretariat 

Dr John Lever JL Observer – University of Huddersfield 

Emi Chui EC Observer – University of Huddersfield 
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Appendix 3 – Presentation Slides from Item 5 
Met Office – Elizabeth Fuller  
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Appendix 4 – Slides from Item 6 
Update on district-wide Climate Change Action Plan engagement process (Rob Green, 
Kirklees Council) 
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